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Abstract
Computational intelligence in finance has been a very popular topic for both academia and
financial industry in the last few decades. Numerous studies have been published resulting
in various models. Meanwhile, within the Machine Learning (ML) field, Deep Learning
(DL) started getting a lot of attention recently, mostly due to its outperformance over the
classical models. Lots of different implementations of DL exist today, and the broad interest
is continuing. Finance is one particular area where DL models started getting traction,
however, the playfield is wide open, a lot of research opportunities still exist. In this paper,
we tried to provide a state-of-the-art snapshot of the developed DL models for financial
applications, as of today. We not only categorized the works according to their intended
subfield in finance but also analyzed them based on their DL models. In addition, we also
aimed at identifying possible future implementations and highlighted the pathway for the
ongoing research within the field.
Keywords: deep learning, finance, computational intelligence, machine learning, financial
applications, algorithmic trading, portfolio management, risk assesment, fraud detection
1. Introduction
Stock market forecasting, algorithmic trading, credit risk assessment, portfolio allocation,
asset pricing and derivatives market are among the areas where ML researchers focused on
developing models that can provide real-time working solutions for the financial industry.
Hence, a lot of publications and implementations exist in the literature.
However, within the ML field, DL is an emerging area with a rising interest every year.
As a result, an increasing number of DL models for finance started appearing in conferences
and journals. Our focus in this paper is to present different implementations of the developed
financial DL models in such a way that the researchers and practitioners that are interested
in the topic can decide which path they should take.
In this paper, we tried to provide answers to the following research questions:
• What financial application areas are of interest to DL community?
• How mature is the existing research in each of these application areas?
• What are the areas that have promising potentials from an academic/industrial research perspective?
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• Which DL models are preferred (and more successful) in different applications?
• How do DL models pare against traditional soft computing / ML techniques?
• What is the future direction for DL research in Finance?
Our focus was solely on DL implementations for financial applications. A substantial
portion of the computational intelligence for finance research is devoted to financial time
series forecasting. However, we preferred to concentrate on those studies in a separate survey
paper [1] in order to be able to pinpoint other, less covered application areas. Meanwhile,
we decided to include algorithmic trading studies with DL based trading strategies which
may or may not have an embedded time series forecasting component.
For our search methodology, we surveyed and carefully reviewed the studies that came
to our attention from the following sources: ScienceDirect, ACM Digital Library, Google
Scholar, arXiv.org, ResearchGate, Google keyword search for DL and finance
The range of our survey spanned not only journals and conferences, but also Masters
and PhD theses, book chapters, arXiv papers and noteworthy technical papers that came
up in Google searches. Furthermore, we only chose the articles that were written in English.
It is worth to mention that we encountered a few studies that were written in a different
language, but had English abstracts. However, for overall consistency, we decided not to
include those studies in our survey.
Most of the papers in this survey used the term “deep learning" in their model description
and they were published in the last 5 years. However, we also included some older papers
that implemented deep learning models even though they were not called “deep learning"
models at their time of publication. Some examples for such models include Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN), Jordan-Elman networks.
To best of our knowledge, this will be the first comprehensive “deep learning for financial
applications" survey paper. As will be introduced in the next section, a lot of ML surveys
exist for different areas of finance, however, no study has concentrated on DL implementations. We genuinely believe our study will highlight the major advancements in the field
and provide a roadway for the intended researchers that would like to develop DL models
for different financial application areas.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. After this brief introduction, in Section 2,
the existing surveys that are focused on ML and soft computing studies for financial applications are presented. In Section 3, we will provide the basic working DL models that
are used in finance, i.e. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM), etc. Section 4 will focus on the implementation areas of the DL models in finance.
Some of these include algorithmic trading, credit risk assessment, portfolio allocation, asset
pricing, fraud detection and derivatives market. After briefly stating the problem definition
in each subsection, DL implementations of each associated problem will be given.
In Section 5, these studies will be compared and some overall statistical results will be
presented including histograms about the yearly distribution of different subfields, models,
publication types, etc. These statistics will not only demonstrate the current state for the
field but also will show which areas are mature, which areas still have opportunities and
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which areas are getting accelerated attention. Section 6 will have discussions about what
has been done in the field so far and where the industry is going. The chapter will also
include the achievements and expectations of both academia and the industry. Also, open
areas and recommended research topics will be mentioned. Finally, in Section 7, we will
summarize the findings and conclude.
2. Machine Learning in Finance
Finance has always been one of the most studied application areas for ML, starting
as early as 40 years ago. So far, thousands of research papers were published in various
fields within finance, and the overall interest does not seem to diminish anytime soon. Even
though this survey paper is solely focused on DL implementations, we wanted to provide the
audience with some insights about previous ML studies by citing the related surveys within
the last 20 years.
There are a number of ML surveys and books with a general perspective such that they
do not concentrate on any particular implementation area. The following survey papers fall
into that category. Bahrammirzaee et al. [2] compared Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs),
Expert Systems and Hybrid models for various financial applications. Zhang et al. [3]
reviewed the data mining techniques including Genetic Algorithm (GA), rule-based systems,
Neural Networks (NNs) preferred in different financial application areas. Similarly, Mochn
et al. [4] also provided insights about financial implementations based on soft computing
techniques like fuzzy logic, probabilistic reasoning and NNs. Even though Pulakkazhy et
al. [5] focused particularly on data mining models in banking applications, they still had a
span of several subtopics within the field. Meanwhile, Mullainathan et al. [6] studied the
ML implementations from a high level and econometric point of view. Likewise, Gai et al.
[7] reviewed the Fintech studies and implementations not only from an ML perspective but
in general. The publications in [8, 9, 10, 11] constitute some of the books that cover the
implementations of soft computing models in finance.
Meanwhile, there are some survey papers that are also not application area-specific but
rather focused on particular ML techniques. One of those soft computing techniques is
the family of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), i.e. GA, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO),
etc. commonly used in financial optimization implementations like Portfolio Selection. Chen
et al. [12] wrote a book covering GAs and Genetic Programming (GP) in Computational
Finance. Later, Castillo et al. [13], Ponsich et al. [14], Aguilar-Rivera et al. [15] extensively
surveyed Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) on portfolio optimization and
other various financial applications.
Since ANNs were quite popular among researchers, a number of survey papers were just
dedicated to them. Wong et al. [16] covered early implementations of ANNs in finance. Li
et al. [17] reviewed implementations of ANNs for stock price forecasting and some other
financial applications. Lately, Elmsili et al. [18] contained ANN applications in economics
and management research in their survey.
In addition, LeBaron [19] covered the studies focused on agent-based computational
finance. Meanwhile, Chalup et al. [20] wrote a book chapter on kernel methods in finan3

cial applications which includes models like Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Support
Vector Machine (SVM).
And then, there are application-specific survey papers that single out particular financial
areas which are quite useful and informative for researchers that already know what they
are looking for. These papers will be covered in the appropriate subsections of Section 4
during problem description. In the next section, brief working structures of the DL models
used in the financial applications will be given.
3. Deep Learning
Deep Learning is a particular type of ML that consists of multiple ANN layers. It provides
high-level abstraction for data modelling [21]. In the literature, different DL models exist:
Deep Multilayer Perceptron (DMLP), CNN, RNN, LSTM, Restricted Boltzmann Machines
(RBMs), Deep Belief Networks (DBNs), and Autoencoders (AEs).
3.1. Deep Multi Layer Perceptron (DMLP)
In the literature, DMLP was the first proposed ANN model of its kind. DMLP networks
consist of input, output and hidden layers just like an ordinary Multilayer Perceptron (MLP);
however, the number of layers in DMLP is more than MLP. Each neuron in every layer has
input (x), weight (w) and bias (b) terms. An output of a neuron in the neural network is
illustrated in Equation 1. In addition, each neuron has a nonlinear activation function which
produces the output of that neuron through accumulating weighted inputs from the neurons
in the preceding layer. Sigmoid [22], hyperbolic tangent [23], Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
[24], leaky ReLU [25], swish [26], and softmax[27] are among the most preferred nonlinear
activation functions in the literature.
X
yi = σ(
Wi xi + bi )
(1)
i

With multi-layer deep ANNs, more efficient classification and regression performances
are achieved when compared against shallow nets. DMLPs’ learning process is implemented
through backpropagation. The amount of the output error in the output layer neurons is
also reflected back to the neurons in the previous layers. In DMLP, Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) method is (mostly) used for the optimization of learning (to update the
weights of the connections between the layers). In Figure 1, a DMLP model, the layers, the
neurons in layers, the weights between the neurons are shown.
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Figure 1: Deep Multi Layer Neural Network Forward Pass and Backpropagation [21]

3.2. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
CNN is a type of Deep Neural Network (DNN) that is mostly used for image classification, image recognition problems. In its methodology, the whole image is scanned with
filters. In the literature, 1x1, 3x3 and 5x5 filter sizes are mostly used. In most of the
CNN architectures, there are different types of layers: convolutional, pooling (average or
maximum), fully connected layers. CNN consists of convolutional layers based on the convolutional operation. Figure 2 shows the generalized CNN architecture that has different
layers: convolutional, subsampling (pooling), fully connected layers.
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Figure 2: Generalized Convolutional Neural Network Architecture
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3.3. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
In the literature, RNN has been mostly used on sequential data such as time-series data,
audio and speech data, language. It consists of RNN units that are structured consecutively. Unlike feed-forward networks, RNNs use internal memory to process the incoming
inputs. RNNs are used in the analysis of the time series data in various fields (handwriting
recognition, speech recognition, etc).
There are different types of RNN structures: one to many, many to one, many to many.
Generally, RNN processes the input sequence series one by one at a time, during its operation. Units in the hidden layer hold information about the history of the input in the
"state vector" [21]. RNNs can be trained using the Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT)
method. Using BPTT, the differentiation of the loss at any time t has reflected the weights
of the network at the previous time. Training of RNNs are more difficult than Feedforward
Neural Networks (FFNNs) and the training period of RNNs takes longer.
In Figure 3, the information flow in the RNN’s hidden layer is divided into discrete times.
The status of the node S at different times of t is shown as st , the input value x at different
times is xt , and the output value o at different times is shown as ot . The parameter values
(U, W, V ) are always used in the same step.
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Figure 3: RNN cell through time[21]

3.4. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
LSTM network [28] is a different type of DL network specifically intended for sequential
data analysis. The advantage of LSTM networks lies in the fact that both short term
and long term values in the network can be remembered. Therefore, LSTM networks are
mostly used for sequential data analysis (automatic speech recognition, language translation,
handwritten character recognition, time-series data forecasting, etc.) by DL researchers.
LSTM networks consist of LSTM units. LSTM unit is composed of cells having input,
output and forget gates. These three gates regulate the information flow. With these
features, each cell remembers the desired values over arbitrary time intervals. LSTM cells
combine to form layers of neural networks. Figure 4 illustrates the basic LSTM unit (σg :
sigmoid function, tanh: hyperbolic tangent function, X: multiplication, +: addition).
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Figure 4: Basic LSTM Unit [28]

3.5. Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs)
RBM is a different type of ANN model that can learn the probability distribution of
the input set [29]. RBMs are mostly used for dimensionality reduction, classification, and
feature learning. RBM is a bipartite, undirected graphical model that consists of two layers;
visible and hidden layer. The units in the layer are not connected to each other. Each cell is
a computational point that processes the input. Each unit makes stochastic decisions about
whether transmitting the input data or not. The inputs are multiplied by specific weights,
certain threshold values (bias) are added to the input values, then the calculated values are
passed through an activation function. In the reconstruction stage, the results in the outputs
re-enter the network as the input, then they exit from the visible layer as the output. The
values of the previous input and the values after the processes are compared. The purpose of
the comparison is to reduce the difference. The learning is performed multiple times on the
network [29]. RBM is a two-layer, bipartite, and undirected graphical model that consists
of two layers; visible and hidden layers (Figure 5). The layers are not connected among
themselves. The disadvantage of RBM is its tricky training. “RBMs are tricky because
although there are good estimators of the log-likelihood gradient, there are no known cheap
ways of estimating the log-likelihood itself" [30].
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Figure 5: RBM Visible and Hidden Layers [29]

3.6. Deep Belief Networks (DBNs)
DBN is a type of ANN that consists of a stack of RBM layers. DBN is a probabilistic
generative model that consists of latent variables. DBNs are used for finding independent
and discriminative features in the input set using an unsupervised approach. DBN can learn
to reconstruct the input set in a probabilistic way during the training process. Then the
layers on the network begin to detect the discriminative features. After the learning step,
supervised learning is carried out to perform for the classification [31]. Figure 6 illustrates
the DBN structure.
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Figure 6: Deep Belief Network [29]

3.7. Autoencoders (AEs)
AE networks are commonly used in DL models, wherein they remap the inputs (features)
such that the inputs are more representative for the classification. In other words, AE
networks perform an unsupervised feature learning process. A representation of a data set
is learned by reducing the dimensionality with an AE. In the literature, AEs have been used
for feature extraction and dimensionality reduction [27, 32]. The architecture of an AE has
similarities with that of a FFNN. It consists of an input layer, output layer and one (or
more) hidden layer that connects them together. The number of nodes in the input layer
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and the number of nodes in the output layer are equal to each other in AEs, and they have
a symmetrical structure. AEs contain two components: encoder and decoder.
The advantages of the usage of AE are dimensionality reduction and feature learning.
However, reducing dimensions and feature extraction in AE cause some drawbacks. Focusing
on minimizing the loss of the data relationship in the code of AE causes the loss of some
significant data relationship. This may be a drawback of AE[33]. Figure 7 shows the basic
AE structure.
Encoder

Decoder

Output

Input

Code

Figure 7: Basic Autoencoder Structure

3.8. Other Deep Structures
The DL models are not limited to the ones mentioned in the previous subsections. Some of
the other well-known structures that exist in the literature are Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), Capsule Networks, Deep Gaussian
Processes (DGPs). Meanwhile, to the best of our knowledge, we have not encountered any
noteworthy academic or industrial publication on financial applications using these models
so far, with the exception of DRL which started getting attention lately. However, that
does not imply that these models do not fit well with the financial domain. On the contrary,
they offer great potentials for researchers and practitioners participating in finance and deep
learning community who are willing to go the extra mile to come up with novel solutions.
Since research for model developments in DL is ongoing, new structures keep on coming.
However, the aforementioned models currently cover almost all of the published work. Next
section will provide details about the implementation areas along with the preferred DL
models.
4. Financial Applications
There are a lot of financial applications of soft computing in the literature. DL has been
studied in most of them, although, some opportunities still exist in a number of fields.
Throughout this section, we categorized the implementation areas and presented them
in separate subsections. Besides, in each subsection we tabulated the representative features
of the relevant studies in order to provide as much information as possible in the limited
space.
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Also, the readers should note that there were some overlaps between different implementation areas for some papers. There were two main reasons for that: In some papers,
multiple problems were addressed separately, for e.g. text mining was studied for feature
extraction, then algorithmic trading was implemented. For some other cases, the paper
might fit directly into multiple implementation areas due to the survey structure, for e.g.
cryptocurrency portfolio management. In such cases we included the papers in all of the
relevant subsections creating some overlaps.
Some of the existing study areas can be grouped as follows:
4.1. Algorithmic Trading
Algorithmic trading (or Algo-trading) is defined as buy-sell decisions made solely by algorithmic models. These decisions can be based on some simple rules, mathematical models,
optimized processes, or as in the case of machine/deep learning, highly complex function
approximation techniques. With the introduction of electronic online trading platforms and
frameworks, algorithmic trading took over the finance industry in the last two decades. As
a result, Algo-trading models based on DL also started getting attention.
Most of the Algo-trading applications are coupled with price prediction models for market
timing purposes. As a result, a majority of the price or trend forecasting models that
trigger buy-sell signals based on their prediction are also considered as Algo-trading systems.
However, there are also some studies that propose stand-alone Algo-trading models focused
on the dynamics of the transaction itself by optimizing trading parameters such as bid-ask
spread, analysis of limit order book, position-sizing, etc. High Frequency Trading (HFT)
researchers are particularly interested in this area. Hence, DL models also started appearing
in HFT studies.
Before diving into the DL implementations, it would be beneficial to briefly mention
about the existing ML surveys on Algo-trading. Hu et al. [34] reviewed the implementations
of various EAs on Algorithmic Trading Models. Since financial time series forecasting is
highly coupled with algorithmic trading, there are a number of ML survey papers focused
on Algo-trading models based on forecasting. The interested readers can refer to [1] for more
information.
As far as the DL research is concerned, Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 present the past and
current status of algo-trading studies based on DL models. The papers are distributed to
these tables as follows: Table 1 has the particular algorithmic trading implementations that
are embedded with time series forecasting models, whereas Table 2 is focused on classification
based (Buy-sell Signal, or Trend Detection) algo-trading models. Finally, Table 3 presents
stand-alone studies or other algorithmic trading models (pairs trading, arbitrage, etc) that
do not fit into the above clustering criteria.
Most of the Algo-trading studies were concentrated on the prediction of stock or index
prices. Meanwhile, LSTM was the most preferred DL model in these implementations. In
[35], market microstructures based trade indicators were used as the input into RNN with
Graves LSTM to perform the price prediction for algorithmic stock trading. Bao et al. [36]
used technical indicators as the input into Wavelet Transforms (WT), LSTM and Stacked
Autoencoders (SAEs) for the forecasting of stock prices. In [37], CNN and LSTM model
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structures were implemented together (CNN was used for stock selection, LSTM was used
for price prediction).
Table 1: Algo-trading Applications Embedded with Time Series Forecasting Models
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[35]

GarantiBank in BIST,
Turkey

2016

PLR,
LSTM

[36]

CSI300, Nifty50, HSI,
Nikkei 225, S&P500,
DJIA
Chinese Stocks

2010-2016

OCHLV,
Spread,
Volatility, Turnover,
etc.
OCHLV,
Technical
Indicators

2007-2017

OCHLV

CNN + LSTM

50 stocks from NYSE
The LOB of 5 stocks of
Finnish Stock Market
300 stocks from SZSE,
Commodity
S&P500 Index

2007-2016
2010

SFM
WMTR, MDA

2014-2015

Price data
FI-2010
dataset:
bid/ask and volume
Price data

1989-2005

Price data, Volume

LSTM

[42]

Stock of National Bank
of Greece (ETE).

2009-2014

GASVR, LSTM

Return,
volatility,
SR, Accuracy

[43]

Chinese stock-IF-IH-IC
contract
Singapore Stock Market
Index
GBP/USD

2016-2017

MODRL+LSTM

Profit and loss, SR

-

DNN

Commodity, FX future,
ETF
USD/GBP,
S&P500,
FTSE100, oil, gold

1991-2014

Price Data

Reinforcement
Learning + LSTM
+ NES
DNN

2016

Price data

AE + CNN

[48]

Bitcoin, Dash, Ripple,
Monero, Litecoin, Dogecoin, Nxt, Namecoin

2014-2017

LSTM,
MLP

[49]

S&P500, KOSPI, HSI,
and EuroStoxx50
Stocks in the S&P500

1987-2017

MA,
BOLL,
the
CRIX returns, Euribor interest rates,
OCHLV
200-days stock price

RMSE,
MAPE,
Profit, SR
SR, downside deviation ratio, total
profit
SR, capability ratio,
return
SR, % volatility, avg
return/trans, rate of
return
Accuracy,
F1measure

-

2017

FTSE100,
DJIA,
GDAX, NIKKEI225,
EUR/USD, Gold
Decisions for price
change
OCHL of last 10 days
of Index
Price data

1990-2015

Price data

Fundamental and Technical Data, Economic
Data

-

Fundamental , technical and market information

[37]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]

[44]
[45]

[46]
[47]

[50]
[51]

2010-2017

Graves

WT, Stacked autoencoders, LSTM

FDDR, DNN+RL

RNN,

Deep Q-Learning,
DNN
DNN, GBT, RF
CNN

Performance Criteria

Environment

MSE, RMSE, MAE,
RSE, Correlation Rsquare
MAPE, Correlation
coefficient, THEILU
Annualized Return,
Mxm Retracement
MSE
Accuracy, Precision,
Recall, F1-Score
Profit, return, SR,
profit-loss curves
Return, STD, SR,
Accuracy

Spark

Total profit, Correlation
Mean return, MDD,
Calmar ratio
-

-

Python
Keras
Python,
TensorFlow,
Keras,
R,
H2O
Tensorflow

Python,
Keras, Tensorflow
C++,
Python
H2O

Python, Tensorflow

H2O
-

Using a different model, Zhang et. al. [38] proposed a novel State Frequency Memory
(SFM) recurrent network for stock price prediction with multiple frequency trading patterns
and achieved better prediction and trading performances. In an HFT trading system, Tran
et al. [39] developed a DL model that implements price change forecasting through midprice prediction using high-frequency limit order book data with tensor representation. In
[40], the authors used Fuzzy Deep Direct Reinforcement Learning (FDDR) for stock price
prediction and trading signal generation.
For index prediction, the following studies are noteworthy. In [41], the price prediction
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of S&P500 index using LSTM was implemented. Mourelatos et al. [42] compared the
performance of LSTM and GA with a SVR (GASVR) for Greek Stock Exchange Index
prediction. Si et al. [43] implemented Chinese intraday futures market trading model with
DRL and LSTM. Yong et al. [44] used feed-forward DNN method and Open,Close,High,
Low (OCHL) of the time series index data to predict Singapore Stock Market index data.
Forex or cryptocurrency trading was implemented in some studies. In [45], agent inspired
trading using deep (recurrent) reinforcement learning and LSTM was implemented and
tested on the trading of GBP/USD. In [46], feedforward deep MLP was implemented for
the prediction of commodities and FX trading prices. Korczak et al. [47] implemented a
forex trading (GBP/PLN) model using several different input parameters on a multi-agentbased trading environment. One of the agents was using CNN as the prediction model and
outperformed all other models.
On the cryptocurrency side, Spilak et al. [48] used several cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin,
Dash, Ripple, Monero, Litecoin, Dogecoin, Nxt, Namecoin) to construct a dynamic portfolio
using LSTM, RNN, MLP methods.
In a versatile study, Jeong et al. [49] combined deep Q-learning and DNN to implement
price forecasting and they intended to solve three separate problems: Increasing profit in
a market, prediction of the number of shares to trade, and preventing overfitting with
insufficient financial data.
In [52], technical analysis indicator’s (Relative Strength Index (RSI)) buy & sell limits
were optimized with GA which was used for buy-sell signals. After optimization, DMLP was
also used for function approximation. In [53], the authors combined deep Fully Connected
Neural Network (FNN) with a selective trade strategy unit to predict the next price. In
[54], the crossover and Moving Average Convergence and Divergence (MACD) signals were
used to predict the trend of the Dow 30 stocks’ prices. Sirignano et al. [55] proposed a novel
method that used limit order book flow and history information for the determination of
the stock movements using LSTM model. Tsantekidis et al. [56] also used limit order book
time series data and LSTM method for the trend prediction.
Several studies focused on utilizing CNN based models due to their success in image
classification problems. However, in order to do that, the financial input data needed to be
transformed into images which required some creative preprocessing. Gudelek et al. [57]
converted time series of price data to 2-dimensional images using technical analysis and
classified them with deep CNN. Similarly, Sezer et al. [58] also proposed a novel technique
that converts financial time series data that consisted of technical analysis indicator outputs
to 2-dimensional images and classified these images using CNN to determine the trading
signals. In [59], candlestick chart graphs were converted into 2-dimensional images. Then,
unsupervised convolutional AE was fed with the images to implement portfolio construction.
Tsantekidis et al. [60] proposed a novel method that used the last 100 entries from the limit
order book to create a 2-dimensional image for the stock price prediction using CNN method.
In [61], an innovative method was proposed that uses CNN with correlated features combined
together to predict the trend of the stocks prices. Finally, Sezer et al. [62] directly used bar
chart images as inputs to CNN and predicted if the image class was Buy, Hold or Sell, hence
a corresponding Algo-trading model was developed.
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Table 2: Classification (Buy-sell Signal, or Trend Detection) Based Algo-trading Models
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

Performance
Criteria

Environment

[52]

Stocks in Dow30

1997-2017

RSI

SPY ETF, 10 stocks
from S&P500
Dow30 stocks

2014-2016

Price data

Annualized
return
Cumulative gain

Spark MLlib, Java

[53]

DMLP with genetic algorithm
FFNN

2012-2016

Close data and
several
technical
indicators
Price data, record
of all orders, transactions
Price and volume
data in LOB

LSTM

Accuracy

LSTM

Accuracy

LSTM

Precision,
Recall,
F1-score,
Cohen’s k

-

Price data, technical indicators
Price data, technical indicators

CNN

Accuracy, MSE,
Profit, AUROC
Recall, precision,
F1-score, annualized return
TR, SR, MDD,
mean return
Precision,
Recall,
F1-score,
Cohen’s k

Keras, Tensorflow

[54]

[55]

High-frequency
of all orders

[56]

Nasdaq Nordic (Kesko
Oyj, Outokumpu Oyj,
Sampo,
Rautaruukki,
Wartsila Oyj)
17 ETFs

2010

[58]

Stocks in Dow30 and 9
Top Volume ETFs

1997-2017

[59]

FTSE100

2000-2017

Price data

CAE

[60]

Nasdaq Nordic (Kesko
Oyj, Outokumpu Oyj,
Sampo,
Rautaruukki,
Wartsila Oyj)
Borsa
Istanbul
100
Stocks
ETFs and Dow30

2010

Price,
Volume
data, 10 orders of
the LOB

CNN

2011-2015

CNN

Accuracy

Keras

1997-2007

75 technical indicators and OCHLV
Price data

-

Asset prices data

[64]

-

Stock Prices

TDNN,
PNN

[65]

London Stock Exchange

2007-2008

CNN

[66]

Cryptocurrencies,
coin

2014-2017

Limit order book
state,
trades,
buy/sell
orders,
order deletions
Price data

Annualized
return
Learning
and
genetic algorithm
error
Missed
opportunities,
false
alarms ratio
Accuracy, kappa

Keras, Tensorflow

8 experimental assets
from
bond/derivative
market
10 stocks from S&P500

CNN with feature
imaging
RL, DNN, Genetic
Algorithm

[57]

[61]
[62]
[63]

record

Bit-

2014-2017

MatConvNet,
Matlab
Python,
Keras,
Tensorflow,
TALIB
-

2000-2016

CNN with feature
imaging

CNN,
LSTM

RNN,

RNN,

Accumulative
portfolio
value,
MDD, SR

Python,
Keras,
Tensorflow, Java
Theano,
Scikit
learn, Python

-

-

Caffe

-

Serrano et al. [63] proposed a novel method called “GoldAI Sachs” Asset Banker Reinforcement Learning Algorithm for algorithmic trading. The proposed method used a random neural network, GP, and Reinforcement Learning (RL) to generate the trading signals.
Saad et al. [64] compared Timedelay Neural Network (TDNN), RNN and Probabilistic
Neural Network (PNN) for trend detection using 10 stocks from S&P500. In [65], HFT
microstructures forecasting with CNN method was performed. In [66], cryptocurrency portfolio management based on three different proposed models (basic RNN, LSTM and CNN)
was implemented.
Tino et al. [67] used The Deutscher Aktienindex (DAX), London Financial Times Stock
Exchange Index (FTSE)100, call and put options prices to predict the changes with Markov
models and used the financial time series data to predict volatility changes with RNN.
Meanwhile, Chen et al. [68] proposed a method that uses a filterbank CNN Algorithm on
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15x15 volatility times series converted synthetic images. In the study, the financial domain
knowledge and filterbank mechanism were combined to determine the trading signals. Bari
et al. [69] used text mining to extract information from the tweets and financial news and
used LSTM, RNN, Gated-Recurrent Unit (GRU) for the generation of the trading signals.
Dixon et al. [70] used RNN for the sequence classification of the limit order book to predict
a next event price-flip.
Table 3: Stand-alone and/or Other Algorithmic Models
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[67]

DAX,
FTSE100,
call/put options

1991-1998

Price data

Markov
RNN

[68]

Taiwan Stock Index Futures, Mini Index Futures
Energy-Sector/
Company-Centric
Tweets in S&P500
CME FIX message

2012-2014

Price data to image

Visualization
method + CNN

2015-2016

Text
data

LSTM,
GRU

2016

[69]

[70]

and

Price

model,

RNN,

[71]

Taiwan stock index futures (TAIFEX)

2017

Limit order book,
time-stamp, price
data
Price data

[72]

Stocks from S&P500

2010-2016

OCHLV

Agent
RL
with
pre-trained
DCNL

[73]

News from NowNews,
AppleDaily, LTN, MoneyDJ for 18 stocks
489 stocks from S&P500
and NASDAQ-100
Experimental dataset

2013-2014

Text, Sentiment

DNN

2014-2015

Limit Order Book

-

Price data

Spatial neural network
DRL with CNN,
LSTM,
GRU,
MLP

[74]
[75]

RNN

based
CNN

Performance
Criteria

Environment

Ewa-measure,
iv, daily profits’
mean and std
Accumulated
profits,accuracy

-

Return, SR, precision, recall, accuracy
Precision, recall,
F1-measure

Python,
API

Tweepy

Python,
Flow, R

Tensor-

Accuracy

-

PCC,
VWL
Return

DTW,

Cross entropy error
Mean profit

-

Pytorch
Python,
flow

Tensor-

NVIDIA’s cuDNN
Python

Chen et al. [71] used 1-dimensional CNN with an agent-based RL algorithm on the
Taiwan stock index futures (TAIFEX) dataset. Wang et al. [72] proposed a Deep Coinvestment Network Learning (DeepCNL) method that used convolutional and RNN layers.
The investment pattern was determined using the extracted Rise-Fall trends. Day et al. [73]
used financial sentiment analysis using text mining and DNN for stock algorithmic trading.
Sirignano et al. [74] proposed a “spatial neural network” model that used limit order book
and spatial features for algorithmic trading. Their model estimates the best bid-ask prices
using bid, ask prices in the limit order book. Gao et al. [75] used GRU, LSTM units, CNN,
and MLP to model Q values for the implementation of the DRL method.
4.2. Risk Assessment
Another study area that has been of interest to DL researchers is Risk Assessment which
identifies the “riskiness" of any given asset, firm, person, product, bank, etc. Several different
versions of this general problem exist, such as bankruptcy prediction, credit scoring, credit
evaluation, loan/insurance underwriting, bond rating, loan application, consumer credit determination, corporate credit rating, mortgage choice decision, financial distress prediction,
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business failure prediction. Correctly identifying the risk status in such cases is crucial, since
asset pricing is highly dependent on these risk assessment measures. The mortgage crisis
based on improper risk assessment of Credit Default Swaps (CDS) between financial institutions caused the real-estate bubble to burst in 2008 and resulted in the Great Recession
[76].
The majority of the risk assessment studies concentrate on credit scoring and bank
distress classification. However, there are also a few papers covering mortgage default possibility, risky transaction detection or crisis forecasting. Meanwhile, there are some anomaly
detection studies for risk assessment, most of which also fall under the "Fraud Detection"
category which will be covered in the next subsection.
Table 4: Credit Scoring or Classification Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[77]

The XR 14 CDS contracts

2016

DBN+RBM

[78]

German,
Japanese
credit datasets

-

Recovery
rate,
spreads,
sector
and region
Personal financial
variables

[79]

Credit data from Kaggle

-

DNN

[80]

Australian,
German
credit data
German,
Australian
credit dataset

-

Personal financial
variables
Personal financial
variables
Personal financial
variables

Consumer credit data
from Chinese finance
company
Credit approval dataset
by UCI Machine Learning repo

-

Relief
algorithm
chose the 50 most
important features
UCI credit approval dataset

CNN + Relief

[81]

[82]

[83]

-

-

SVM + DBN

GP + AE
Boosted DNN
DCNN, MLP

as

Rectifier,
Tanh,
Maxout DL

Performance
Criteria
AUROC,
FN,
FP, Accuracy

Env.

Weightedaccuracy,
TP,
TN
Accuracy,
TP,
TN, G-mean
FP

-

Accuracy,
False/Missed
alarm
AUROC,
K-s
statistic,
Accuracy
-

WEKA

Python,
learn
-

Scikit-

Keras

AWS EC2, H2O, R

Before going into the details about specific DL implementations, it is worthwhile to mention the existing ML surveys on the topic. Kirkos et al. [84], Ravi et al. [85], Fethi et al. [86]
reviewed the bank performance assessment studies based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
ML models. Lahsasna et al. [87], Chen et al.[88] surveyed the credit scoring and credit risk
assessment studies based on soft computing techniques whereas Marques et. al. [89] focused
only on Evolutionary Computation (EC) Models for credit scoring implementations. Meanwhile, Kumar et al. [90], Verikas et al. [91] reviewed ML implementations of bankruptcy
prediction studies. Similarly, Sun et al. [92] provided a comprehensive survey about research
on financial distress and corporate failures. Apart from these reviews, for assessing overall
risk, Lin et al. [93] surveyed the financial crisis prediction studies based on ML models.
Since risk assessment is becoming vital for survival in today’s financial world, a lot of
researchers turned their attention to DL for higher accuracy. Table 4, Table 5 provide
snapshot information about the different risk assessment studies implemented using various
DL models.
For credit score classification (Table 4), Luo et al. [77], used CDS data for Corporate
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Credit rating and corresponding credit classification (A,B or C). Among the tested models,
DBN with RBM performed the best. This implementation was probably the first study to
implement Credit rating with DBN. Similarly, in [78], a cascaded hybrid model of DBN,
Backpropagation and SVM for credit classification was implemented and good performance
results (the accuracy was above 80-90 %) were achieved. In [79], credit risk classification
was achieved by using an ensemble of deep MLP networks each using subspaces of the
whole space by k-means (using minority class in each, but only a partial subspace of the
majority class). The data imbalance problem was handled by using multiple subspaces for
each classifier, where each of them had all the positive (minor) instances, but a subsample
of negative (majority) instances, finally they used an ensemble of deep MLPs combining
each subspace model. In [80], credit scoring was performed using a SAE network and GP
model to create credit assessment rules in order to generate good or bad credit cases. In
another study, Neagoe et. al. [81] classified credit scores using various DMLP and deep CNN
networks. In a different study [82], consumer credit scoring classification was implemented
with a 2-D representation of the input consumer data through transforming the data into a
2-D pixel matrix. Then the resulting images were used as the training and test data for CNN.
2-D pixel matrix representation of the consumer data was adapted by using CNN for image
classification. This was the first implementation of credit scoring using CNN. Niimi [83]
used UCI credit approval dataset 1 to compare DL, SVM, Logistic Regression (LR), Random
Forest (RF), eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) and provided information about credit
fraud and credit approval applications; then experimented with the credit approval problem
with several models. Various models were compared for credit approval classification. Also,
some introduction about credit fraud detection was provided.
Financial distress prediction for banks and corporates are studied extensively (Table 5).
In [94], a hybrid DBN with SVM was used for financial distress prediction to identify whether
the firm was in trouble or not, whereas bank risk classification was studied in [95]. In [96],
news semantics were extracted by the word sequence learning and associated events were
labeled with the bank stress, then from the formed semantic vector representation, the bank
stress was determined and classified against a threshold. Prediction and semantic meaning
extraction were integrated in a neat way. In another study [97], text mining was again used
for identifying the bank distress by extracting the data from financial news and then using
a Deep Feed Forward Network (DFFN) on semantic sentence vectors extracted from word
embeddings to classify if there was an event or not. Similarly, Cerchiello et al. [98] used
text mining from the financial news to classify bank distress. Malik et al. [99] evaluated
the bank stress by first predicting the bank’s performance through an LSTM network, then
Backpropagation network was used for finding the bank stress level.
Table 5: Financial Distress, Bankruptcy, Bank Risk, Mortgage Risk, Crisis Forecasting Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[94]

966 french firms

-

Financial ratios

RBM+SVM

1

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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Performance
Criteria
Precision, Recall

Env.
-

Table 5: Financial Distress, Bankruptcy, Bank Risk, Mortgage Risk, Crisis Forecasting Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[95]

883 BHC from EDGAR

2006-2017

CNN,
SVM, RF

[96]

The event data set for
large European banks,
news
articles
from
Reuters
Event dataset on European banks, news from
Reuters
News from Reuters, fundamental data
Macro/Micro economic
variables, Bank characteristics/performance
variables from BHC
Financial statements of
French companies
Stock returns of American
publicly-traded
companies from CRSP
Financial statements of
several companies from
Japanese stock market
Mortgage dataset with
local and national economic factors
Mortgage data from
Norwegian
financial
service group, DNB
Private brokerage company’s real data of risky
transactions
Several datasets combined to create a new
one

2007-2014

Tokens, weighted
sentiment polarity,
leverage and ROA
Word, sentence

2007-2014

2007-2014

[97]

[98]
[99]

[100]
[101]

[102]

[103]

[104]

[105]

[106]

Env.

DNN +NLP preprocess

Performance
Criteria
Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1score
Relative usefulness, F1-score

Text, sentence

Sentence vector +
DFFN

Usefulness,
F1score, AUROC

-

doc2vec + NN

Relative usefulness
RMSE, Log likelihood, Loan loss
rate

Doc2vec

1976-2017

Financial
ratios
and news text
Macro
economic
variables and bank
performances

2002-2006

Financial ratios

DBN

-

2001-2011

Price data

DBN

Recall, Precision,
F1-score, FP, FN
Accuracy

2002-2016

Financial ratios

CNN

F1-score,
ROC

-

1995-2014

Mortgage
features

related

ANN

Negative average
log-likelihood

AWS

2012-2016

Personal financial
variables

CNN

-

-

250 features: order
details, etc.

CNN, LSTM

Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity,
AUROC
F1-Score

1996-2017

Index data, 10year Bond yield,
exchange rates,

Logit,
CART,
RF, SVM, NN,
XGBoost, DNN

AUROC, KS, Gmean, likelihood
ratio, DP, BA,
WBA

R

LSTM,

CGAN,
MVN,
MV-t,
LSTM,
VAR, FE-QAR

AU-

Keras,
Python,
Scikit-learn
-

-

Python, Theano

Keras, Tensorflow

There are also a number of research papers that were focused on bankruptcy or corporate
default prediction. Ribeiro et al. [100] implemented bankruptcy prediction with DBN. The
results of DBN were compared with SVM and RBM. Yeh et al. [101] used the stock returns
of default and solvent companies as inputs to RBM used as SAE, then the output of RBM
was used as input to DBN to predict if the company was solvent or default. The results
were compared with an SVM model and the DBN model outperformed SVM. Hosaka et al.
[102] tried a different approach by converting the financial data to the image to use CNN
for bankruptcy prediction.
The remaining implementations of risk assessment are as follows: Sirignano et al. [103]
used the mortgage application data of 20 years for identifying the mortgage risk using various
parameters. They also performed a lot of analyses relating different factors that affected the
mortgage payment structure. The authors also analyzed the prepayment and delinquency
behavior in their assessment. For another mortgage risk assessment application, Kvamme
et al. [104] used CNN and RF models to predict whether a customer would default on its
mortgage or not. In a different study, Abroyan et al. [105] used CNN and LSTM networks
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to classify if a transaction performed on the stock market (trade) was risky or not and high
accuracy was achieved. Finally, Chatzis et al. [106] developed several ML and DL models for
detecting events that caused the stock market to crash. DL models had good classification
(detecting crisis or not) performance.
4.3. Fraud Detection
Financial fraud is one of the areas where the governments and authorities are desperately
trying to find a permanent solution. Several different financial fraud cases exist such as credit
card fraud, money laundering, consumer credit fraud, tax evasion, bank fraud, insurance
claim fraud. This is one of the most extensively studied areas of finance for ML research
and several survey papers were published accordingly. At different times, Kirkos et al. [107],
Yue et al. [108], Wang et al. [109], Phua et al. [110], Ngai et al. [111], Sharma et al. [112],
West et al. [113] all reviewed the accounting and financial fraud detection studies based on
soft computing and data mining techniques.
These type of studies mostly can be considered as anomaly detection and are generally
classification problems. Table 6 presents different fraud detection studies based on DL
models.
There are a number of studies focused on identifying credit card fraud. Heryadi et al.
[114] developed several DL models for credit card fraud detection for Indonesian banks. They
also analyzed the effects of the data imbalance between fraud and nonfraud data. In more
recent studies, Roy et al. [115] used LSTM model for the credit card fraud detection, whereas
in [116], the authors implemented MLP networks to classify if a credit card transaction was
fraudulent or not. Sohony et al. [117] used an ensemble of FFNN for the detection of card
fraud. Jurgovsky et al. [118] used LSTM for detecting credit card fraud from credit card
transaction sequences. They compared their results with RF.
Paula et al. [119] used deep AE to implement anomaly detection to identify the financial
fraud and money laundering for Brazilian companies on export tax claims. In a similar study,
Gomes et al. [120] proposed an anomaly detection model that identified the anomalies in
parliamentary expenditure spending in Brazilian elections using also deep AE.
Wang et al. [121] used text mining and DNN models for the detection of automobile
insurance fraud. Longfei et al. [122] developed DNN models to detect online payment
transaction fraud. Costa et al. [123] used character sequences in financial transactions
and the responses from the other side to detect if the transaction was fraud or not with
LSTM. Goumagias et al. [124] used deep Q-learning (RL) to predict the risk-averse firms’
tax evasion behaviours. Finally, they provided suggestions for the states to maximize their
tax revenues accordingly.
Table 6: Fraud Detection Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[114]

Debit card transactions by a local
Indonesia bank

2016-2017

Financial
transaction
amount on several time
periods

CNN,
StackedLSTM,
CNN-LSTM
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Performance
Criteria
AUROC

Env.
-

Table 6: Fraud Detection Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[115]

Credit card transactions from retail banking
Card purchases’ transactions

2017

Transaction variables and
several derived features
Probability of fraud per
currency/origin
country, other fraud related
features
Personal financial variables
to PCA

[116]

2014-2015

Env.

LSTM, GRU

Performance
Criteria
Accuracy

ANN

AUROC

-

ANN, RF

-

Keras

[117]

Transactions made with credit
cards by European cardholders

2013

[118]

Credit-card transactions

2015

Transaction and bank features

LSTM

Recall, Precision, Accuracy
AUROC

[119]

Databases of foreign trade of the
Secretariat of Federal Revenue of
Brazil
Chamber of Deputies open data,
Companies data from Secretariat
of Federal Revenue of Brazil

2014

AE

MSE

Deep
Autoencoders

MSE, RMSE

H2O, R

[121]

Real-world data for automobile
insurance company labeled as
fradulent

-

8 Features: Foreign Trade,
Tax, Transactions, Employees, Invoices, etc
21 features:
Brazilian
State
expense,
party
name, Type of expense,
etc.
Car, insurance and accident related features

Keras,
Scikitlearn
H2O, R

DNN + LDA

-

[122]

Transactions from a giant online
payment platform
Financial transactions
Empirical data from Greek firms

2006

Personal financial variables

GBDT+DNN

TP,
FP,
Accuracy,
Precision,
F1-score
AUROC

-

Transaction data
-

LSTM
DQL

t-SNE
Revenue

Torch

[120]

[123]
[124]

2009-2017

-

4.4. Portfolio Management
Portfolio Management is the process of choosing various assets within the portfolio for a
predetermined period. As seen in other financial applications, slightly different versions of
this problem exist, even though the underlying motivation is the same. In general, Portfolio
Management covers the following closely related areas: Portfolio Optimization, Portfolio
Selection, Portfolio Allocation. Sometimes, these terms are used interchangeably. Li et al.
[125] reviewed the online portfolio selection studies using various rule-based or ML models.
Portfolio Management is actually an optimization problem, identifying the best possible
course-of-action for selecting the best-performing assets for a given period. As a result, there
are a lot of EA models that were developed for this purpose. Metaxiotis et al. [126] surveyed
the MOEAs implemented solely on the portfolio optimization problem.
However, some DL researchers managed to configure it as a learning model and obtained
superior performances. Since Robo-advisory for portfolio management is on the rise, these
DL implementations have the potential to have a far greater impact on the financial industry
in the near future. Table 7 presents the portfolio management DL models and summarizes
their achievements.
There are a number of stock selection implementations. Takeuchi et al. [127] classified
the stocks in two classes, low momentum and high momentum depending on their expected
return. They used a deep RBM encoder-classifier network and achieved high returns. Similarly, in [128], stocks were evaluated against their benchmark index to classify if they would
outperform or underperform using DMLP, then based on the predictions, adjusted the port19

folio allocation weights for the stocks for enhanced indexing. In [129], an ML framework
including DMLP was constructed and the stock selection problem was implemented.
Table 7: Portfolio Management Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[66]

Cryptocurrencies,
coin

Bit-

2014-2017

Price data

CNN,
LSTM

[127]

1965-2009

Price data

[128]

Stocks
from
NYSE,
AMEX, NASDAQ
20 stocks from S&P500

2012-2015

Technical
tors

Autoencoder
RBM
MLP

[129]

Chinese stock data

2012-2013

Technical, fundamental data

Logistic
Regression, RF, DNN

[130]

Top 5 companies
S&P500

-

Price data and Financial ratios

[131]

IBB biotechnology index, stocks

2012-2016

Price data

[132]
[133]

2013

Price data
Price data

1993-2017

Price,
15
firm
characteristics

[135]

Taiwans stock market
FOREX
(EUR/USD,
etc), Gold
Stocks
in
NYSE,
AMEX, NASDAQ, TAQ
intraday trade
S&P500

LSTM,
Autoencoding,
Smart
indexing
Auto-encoding,
Calibrating, Validating, Verifying
Elman RNN
Evolino RNN

1985-2006

[136]

10 stocks in S&P500

1997-2016

[137]

Analyst reports on the
TSE and Osaka Exchange
Stocks
from
Chinese/American
stock
market
Hedge fund monthly return data

2016-2018

12 most-volumed cryptocurrency

2015-2016

[134]

[138]

[139]

[140]

in

indica-

RNN,

+

Performance
Criteria
Accumulative
portfolio
value,
MDD, SR
Accuracy, confusion matrix
Accuracy

Env.
-

-

AUC, accuracy,
precision, recall,
f1, tpr, fpr
CAGR

Python,
Scikit
Learn,
Keras,
Theano
Keras, Tensorflow,
Python,
Scikit
learn
-

Returns

-

MSE, return
Return

Python

LSTM+MLP

Monthly
SR

monthly and daily
log-returns
OCHLV,
Price
data
Text

DBN+MLP

Validation, Test
Error
Accuracy,
Monthly return
Accuracy, R2

Python,Keras,
Tensorflow
in
AWS
Theano, Python,
Matlab
Keras, Tensorflow

2015-2018

OCHLV,
Fundamental data

DDPG, PPO

SR, MDD

-

1996-2015

Return, SR, STD,
Skewness, Kurtosis, Omega ratio,
Fund alpha
Price data

DNN

Sharpe
ratio,
Annual
return,
Cum. return

-

CNN + RL

SR,
portfolio
value, MDD

-

RNN,
LSTM,
GRU
LSTM, CNN, BiLSTM

return,

R, Python, MeCab

Portfolio selection and smart indexing were the main focuses of [130] and [131] using AE
and LSTM networks. Lin et al. [132] used the Elman network for optimal portfolio selection
by predicting the stock returns for t+1 and then constructing the optimum portfolio according to the returns. Meanwhile, Maknickiene et al. [141] used Evolino RNN for portfolio
selection and return prediction accordingly. The selected portfolio components (stocks) were
orthogonal in nature.
In [134], through predicting the next month’s return, top to be performed portfolios were
constructed and good monthly returns were achieved with LSTM and LSTM-MLP combined
DL models. Similarly, Batres et al. [135] combined DBN and MLP for constructing a stock
portfolio by predicting each stock’s monthly log-return and choosing the only stocks that
were expected to perform better than the performance of the median stock. Lee et al.
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[136] compared 3 RNN models (S-RNN, LSTM, GRU) for stock price prediction and then
constructed a threshold-based portfolio with selecting the stocks according to the predictions.
With a different approach, Iwasaki et al. [137] used the analyst reports for sentiment analyses
through text mining and word embeddings and used the sentiment features as inputs to Deep
Feedforward Neural Network (DFNN) model for the stock price prediction. Then different
portfolio selections were implemented based on the projected stock returns.
DRL was selected as the main DL model for [138]. Liang et al. [138] used DRL for
portfolio allocation by adjusting the stocks weights using various RL models. Chen et al.
[139] compared different ML models (including DFFN) for hedge fund return prediction and
hedge fund selection. DL and RF models had the best performance.
Cryptocurrency portfolio management also started getting attention from DL researchers.
In [140], portfolio management (allocation and adjustment of weights) was implemented
by CNN and DRL on selected cryptocurrencies. Similarly, Jiang et al. [66] implemented
cryptocurrency portfolio management (allocation) based on 3 different proposed models,
namely RNN, LSTM and CNN.
4.5. Asset Pricing and Derivatives Market (options, futures, forward contracts)
Accurate pricing or valuation of an asset is a fundamental study area in finance. There
are a vast number of ML models developed for banks, corporates, real estate, derivative
products, etc. However, DL has not been applied to this particular field and there are
some possible implementation areas that DL models can assist the asset pricing researchers
or valuation experts. There were only a handful of studies that we were able to pinpoint
within the DL and finance community. There are vast opportunities in this field for future
studies and publications.
Meanwhile, financial models based on derivative products is quite common. Options
pricing, hedging strategy development, financial engineering with options, futures, forward
contracts are among some of the studies that can benefit from developing DL models. Some
recent studies indicate that researchers started showing interest in DL models that can
provide solutions to this complex and challenging field. Table 8 summarizes these studies
with their intended purposes.
Table 8: Asset Pricing and Derivatives Market Studies
Art.

Der.Type

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[137]

Stock exchange

2016-2018

Text

LSTM, CNN, BiLSTM

[142]

Options

Analyst reports
on the TSE and
Osaka Exchange
Simulated
a
range
of
call
option prices

-

DNN

RMSE, the average percentage
pricing error

[143]

Futures,
Options

TAIEX Options

2017

MLP, MLP with
Black scholes

RMSE,
MAPE

[144]

Equity returns

Returns
in
NYSE, AMEX,
NASDAQ

1975-2017

Price data, option
strike/maturity,
dividend/risk
free
rates, volatility
OCHLV, fundamental analysis, option
price
57 firm characteristics

Fama-French
n-factor
model
DL

R2 ,RMSE

21

Performance
Criteria
Accuracy, R2

MAE,

Env.
R,
Python,
MeCab
Tensorflow

-

Tensorflow

Iwasaki et al. [137] used a DFNN model and the analyst reports for sentiment analyses
to predict the stock prices. Different portfolio selection approaches were implemented after
the prediction of the stock prices. Culkin et al. [142] proposed a novel method that used
feedforward DNN model to predict option prices by comparing their results with Black
& Scholes option pricing formula. Similarly, Hsu et al. [143] proposed a novel method
that predicted TAIEX option prices using bid-ask spreads and Black & Scholes option price
model parameters with 3-layer DMLP. In [144], characteristic features such as Asset growth,
Industry momentum, Market equity, Market Beta, etc. were used as inputs to a Fama-French
n-factor model DL to predict US equity returns in National Association of Securities Dealers
Automated Quotations (NASDAQ), American Stock Exchange (AMEX), New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) indices.
4.6. Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Studies
In the last few years, cryptocurrencies have been the talk of the town due to their
incredible price gain and loss within short periods. Even though price forecasting dominates
the area of interest, some other studies also exist, such as cryptocurrency Algo-trading
models.
Meanwhile, Blockchain is a new technology that provides a distributed decentralized
ledger system that fits well with the cryptocurrency world. As a matter of fact, cryptocurrency and blockchain are highly coupled, even though blockchain technology has a much
wider span for various implementation possibilities that need to be studied. It is still in its
early development phase, hence there is a lot of hype in its potentials.
Some DL models have already appeared about cryptocurrency studies, mostly price
prediction or trading systems. However, still there is a lack of studies for blockchain research
within the DL community. Given the attention that the underlying technology has attracted,
there is a great chance that some new studies will start appearing in the near future. Table 9
tabulates the studies for the cryptocurrency and blockchain research.
Table 9: Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[48]

Bitcoin,
Dash,
Ripple,
Monero,
Litecoin,
Dogecoin,
Nxt,
Namecoin

2014-2017

LSTM, RNN, MLP

[66]

Cryptocurrencies,
Bitcoin

2014-2017

MA, BOLL, the
CRIX daily returns,
Euribor
interest
rates,
OCHLV
of
EURO/UK,
EURO/USD,
US/JPY
Price data

[140]

12 most-volumed
cryptocurrency
Bitcoin data

2015-2016

Price data

CNN + RL

2010-2017

Hash value, bitcoin
address,
public/private
key,
digital
signature,
etc.

Takagi–Sugeno
Fuzzy
cognitive
maps

[145]

22

CNN

Performance
Criteria
Accuracy,
F1measure

Accumulative
portfolio
value,
MDD, SR
SR,
portfolio
value, MDD
Analytical hierarchy process

Env.
Python, Tensorflow

-

-

Table 9: Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[146]

Bitcoin data

2012,
2013, 2016

TransactionId,
input/output
Addresses, timestamp

[147]

Bitcoin, Litecoin,
StockTwits

2015-2018

[148]

Bitcoin

2013-2016

OCHLV,
technical
indicators,
sentiment analysis
Price data

Graph embedding
using
heuristic,
laplacian
eigenmap, deep AE
CNN, LSTM, State
Frequency Model
Bayesian optimized
RNN, LSTM

Performance
Criteria
F1-score

Env.
-

MSE

Keras, Tensorflow

Sensitivity, specificity, precision,
accuracy, RMSE

Keras,
Python,
Hyperas

Chen et al. [145] proposed a blockchain transaction traceability algorithm using TakagiSugeno fuzzy cognitive map and 3-layer DMLP. Bitcoin data (Hash value, bitcoin address,
public/private key, digital signature, etc.) was used as the dataset. Nan et al. [146] proposed
a method for bitcoin mixing detection that consisted of different stages: Constructing the
Bitcoin transaction graph, implementing node embedding, detecting outliers through AE.
Lopes et al. [147] combined the opinion market and price prediction for cryptocurrency
trading. Text mining combined with 2 models, CNN and LSTM were used to extract the
opinion. Bitcoin, Litecoin, StockTwits were used as the dataset. Open,Close,High, Low,
Volume (OCHLV) of prices, technical indicators, and sentiment analysis were used as the
feature set.
In another study, Jiang et al. [66] presented a financial-model-free RL framework for the
Cryptocurrency portfolio management that was based on 3 different proposed models, basic
RNN, LSTM and CNN. In [140], portfolio management was implemented by CNN and DRL
on 12 most-volumed cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash and Digital Cash
were used as the dataset.
In addition, Spilak et al. [48] used 8 cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin, Dash, Ripple, Monero,
Litecoin, Dogecoin, Nxt, Namecoin) to construct a dynamic portfolio using LSTM, RNN,
MLP methods. McNally et al. [148] compared Bayesian optimized RNN, LSTM and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) to predict the bitcoin price direction.
Sensitivity, specificity, precision, accuracy, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) were used as
the performance metrics.
4.7. Financial Sentiment Analysis and Behavioral Finance
One of the most important components of behavioral finance is emotion or investor
sentiment. Lately, advancements in text mining techniques opened up the possibilities for
successful sentiment extraction through social media feeds. There is a growing interest
in Financial Sentiment Analysis, especially for trend forecasting and Algo-trading model
development. Kearney et al. [149] surveyed ML-based financial sentiment analysis studies
that use textual data.
Nowadays there is broad interest in the sentiment analysis for financial forecasting research using DL models. Table 10 provides information about the sentiment analysis studies
that are focused on financial forecasting and based on text mining.
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In [150], technical analysis (MACD, Moving Average (MA), Directional Movement Index
(DMI), Exponential Moving Average (EMA), Triple Exponential Moving Average (TEMA),
Momentum, RSI, Commodity Channel Index (CCI), Stochastic Oscillator, Price of Change
(ROC)) and sentiment analysis (using social media) were used to predict the price of stocks.
Shi et al. [151] proposed a method that visually interpreted text-based DL models in predicting the stock price movements. They used the financial news from Reuters and Bloomberg.
In [152], text mining and word embeddings were used to extract information from the financial news from Reuters and Bloomberg to predict the stock price movements. In addition, in
[153], the prices of index data and emotional data from text posts were used to predict the
stock opening price of the next day. Zhongshengz [154] performed classification and stock
price prediction using text and price data. Das et al. [155] used Twitter sentiment data and
stock price data to predict the prices of Google, Microsoft and Apple stocks.
Prosky et al. [156] performed sentiment, mood prediction using news from Reuters and
used these sentiments for price prediction. Li et al. [157] used sentiment classification
(neutral, positive, negative) for the stock open or close price prediction with LSTM (various
models). They compared their results with SVM and achieved higher overall performance.
Iwasaki et al. [137] used analyst reports for sentiment analysis through text mining and word
embeddings. They used the sentiment features as inputs to DFNN model for stock price
prediction. Finally, different portfolio selections were implemented based on the projected
stock returns.
In a different study, Huang et al. [158] used several models including Hidden Markov
Model (HMM), DMLP and CNN using Twitter moods along with the financial price data
for prediction of the next day’s move (up or down). CNN achieved the best result.
Table 10: Financial Sentiment Studies coupled with Text Mining for Forecasting
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[137]

Analyst reports on the
TSE and Osaka Exchange
Sina Weibo, Stock market
records

2016-2018

Text

2012-2015

Technical
indicators, sentences

LSTM, CNN,
Bi-LSTM
DRSE

2006-2015

Financial
price data

2006-2013

[153]

News from Reuters and
Bloomberg for S&P500
stocks
News from Reuters and
Bloomberg,
Historical
stock security data
SCI prices

[154]

SCI prices

[155]

Stocks of Google,
crosoft and Apple

Mi-

2016-2017

[156]

30 DJIA stocks, S&P500,
DJI, news from Reuters

2002-2016

[150]

[151]

[152]

Performance
Criteria
Accuracy, R2

R,
Python,
MeCab
Python

DeepClue

F1-score,
cision,
accuracy,
ROC
Accuracy

News, price data

DNN

Accuracy

-

2008-2015

OCHL of
rate, price

MSE

-

2013-2016

Text data and Price
data
Twitter sentiment
and stock prices

Emotional
Analysis
+
LSTM
LSTM

news,

change

Price data and features from news articles
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RNN

LSTM, NN,
CNN
and
word2vec

Accuracy,
Measure
-

Accuracy

prerecall,
AU-

Env.

Dynet
ware

F1-

soft-

Python,
Keras
Spark,
Flume,Twitter
API,
VADER

Table 10: Financial Sentiment Studies coupled with Text Mining for Forecasting
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[157]

Stocks of CSI300 index,
OCHLV of CSI300 index

2009-2014

Sentiment
Price data

[158]

S&P500, NYSE Composite, DJIA, NASDAQ Composite

2009-2011

Twitter moods, index data

Posts,

Naive Bayes
+ LSTM
DNN, CNN

Performance
Criteria
Precision, Recall,
F1-score, Accuracy
Error rate

Env.
Python,
Keras
Keras,
Theano

Even though financial sentiment is highly coupled with text mining, we decided to represent those two topics in different subsections. The main reason for such a choice is not only
the existence of some financial sentiment studies which do not directly depend on financial
textual data (like [158]) but also the existence of some financial text mining studies that are
not automatically used for sentiment analysis which will be covered in the next section.
4.8. Financial Text Mining
With the rapid spreading of social media and real-time streaming news/tweets, instant
text-based information retrieval became available for financial model development. As a
result, financial text mining studies became very popular in recent years. Even though some
of these studies are directly interested in the sentiment analysis through crowdsourcing, there
are a lot of implementations that are interested in the content retrieval of news, financial
statements, disclosures, etc. through analyzing the text context. There are a few ML surveys
focused on text mining and news analytics. Among the noteworthy studies of such, Mitra
et al. [159] edited a book on news analytics in finance, whereas Li et al. [160], Loughran et
al. [161], Kumar et al. [162] surveyed the studies of textual analysis of financial documents,
news and corporate disclosures. It is worth to mention that there are also some studies
[163, 164] of text mining for financial prediction models.
Previous section was focused on DL models using sentiment analysis specifically tailored
for the financial forecasting implementations, whereas this section will include DL studies
that have text Mining without Sentiment Analysis for Forecasting (Table 11), financial
sentiment analysis coupled with text mining without forecasting intent (Table 12) and finally
other text mining implementations (Table 13), respectively.
Huynh et al. [165] used the financial news from Reuters, Bloomberg and stock prices
data to predict the stock movements in the future. In [166], different event-types on Chinese companies are classified based on a novel event-type pattern classification algorithm.
Besides, the stock prices were predicted using additional inputs. Kraus et al. [167] implemented LSTM with transfer learning using text mining through financial news and stock
market data. Dang et al. [168] used Stock2Vec and Two-stream GRU (TGRU) models to
generate the input data from the financial news and stock prices for the classification of
stock prices.
In [169], events were detected from Reuters and Bloomberg news through text mining.
The extracted information was used for price prediction and stock trading through the CNN
model. Vargas et al. [170] used text mining and price prediction together for intraday
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directional movement estimation. Akita et al. [171] implemented a method that used text
mining and price prediction together for forecasting prices. Verma et al. [172] combined
news data with financial data to classify the stock price movement. Bari et al. [69] used
text mining for extracting information from the tweets and news. In the method, time
series models were used for stock trade signal generation. In [173], a method that performed
information fusion from news and social media sources was proposed to predict the trend of
the stocks.
In [174], social media news were used to predict the index price and the index direction
with RNN-Boost through Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) features. Hu et al. [175]
proposed a novel method that used text mining techniques and Hybrid Attention Networks
based on the financial news for forecasting the trend of stocks. Li et al. [176] implemented
intraday stock price direction classification using the financial news and stocks prices. In
[177], financial news data and word embedding with Word2vec were implemented to create
the inputs for Recurrent CNN (RCNN) to predict the stock price.
Table 11: Text Mining Studies without Sentiment Analysis for Forecasting
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

[69]

Energy-Sector/ CompanyCentric Tweets in S&P500

2015-2016

Text
data

[165]

News
from
Reuters,
Bloomberg
News
from
Sina.com,
ACE2005 Chinese corpus
CDAX stock market data

2006-2013

Financial news,
price data
A set of news text

2010-2013

Financial news,
stock
market
data

Apple,
Airbus,
Amazon news from Reuters,
Bloomberg, S&P500 stock
prices
S&P500 Index, 15 stocks in
S&P500

2006-2013

2006-2013

[170]

S&P500 index news from
Reuters

2006-2013

[171]

10 stocks in Nikkei 225 and
news

2001-2008

[172]

NIFTY50 Index, NIFTY
Bank/Auto/IT/Energy Index, News
Price data, index data,
news, social media data

2013-2017

[174]

HS300

2015-2017

[175]

News and Chinese stock
data
News, stock prices from
Hong Kong Stock Exchange

2014-2017

[166]
[167]

[168]

[169]

[173]

[176]

2012-2016

2015

2001

and

Method

Price

Bi-GRU

Performance
Criteria
Return, SR, precision, recall, accuracy
Accuracy

Env.
Python,
Tweepy API
Python,
Keras
-

Their unique
algorithm
LSTM

Precision, Recall,
F1-score
MSE,
RMSE,
MAE, Accuracy,
AUC

Price data, news,
technical indicators

TGRU,
stock2vec

Accuracy, precision, AUROC

TensorFlow,
Theano,
Python,
Scikit-Learn
Keras,
Python

News
from
Reuters
and
Bloomberg
Financial
news
titles, Technical
indicators
Textual information and Stock
prices
Index data, news

CNN

Accuracy, MCC

-

SI-RCNN
(LSTM
+
CNN)
Paragraph
Vector
+
LSTM
LSTM

Accuracy

-

Profit

-

MCC, Accuracy

-

Accuracy, MCC

Jieba

Accuracy, MAE,
MAPE, RMSE
Accuracy,
Annual return
Accuracy

Python,
Scikit-learn
-

Price data, news
from articles and
social media
Social
media
news, price data
Selected words in
a news
Price data and
TF-IDF
from
news

26

Coupled matrix and tensor
RNN-Boost
with LDA
HAN
ELM, DLR,
PCA, BELM,
KELM, NN

Matlab

Table 11: Text Mining Studies without Sentiment Analysis for Forecasting
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[177]

TWSE index, 4 stocks in
TWSE

2001-2017

CNN
LSTM

[178]

Stock of Tsugami Corporation
News, Nikkei Stock Average and 10-Nikkei companies
ISMIS 2017 Data Mining
Competition dataset

2013

Technical indicators, Price data,
News
Price data

1999-2008

[179]

[180]

[181]
[182]

[183]

[184]

+

Performance
Criteria
RMSE, Profit

Env.
Keras,
Python,
TALIB
Keras, Tensorflow
-

LSTM

RMSE

news, MACD

RNN,
RBM+DBN

Accuracy,
value

-

Expert identifier,
classes

Accuracy

-

Reuters, Bloomberg News,
S&P500 price
APPL from S&P500 and
news from Reuters

2006-2013

Accuracy

-

Nikkei225,
S&P500,
news from Reuters and
Bloomberg
Stocks from S&P500

2001-2013

News and sentences
Input
news,
OCHLV, Technical indicators
Stock price data
and news

LSTM
GRU
FFNN
LSTM

2011-2017

2006-2013

Text (news) and
Price data

+
+

CNN
+
LSTM,
CNN+SVM
DGM

LAR+News,
RF+News

Accuracy,
score

P-

F1-

Tensorflow

Accuracy, MCC,
%profit

-

MAPE, RMSE

-

Minami et al. [178] proposed a method that predicted the stock price with corporate
action event information and macro-economic index data using LSTM. In [179], a novel
method that used a combination of RBM, DBN and word embeddings to create word vectors
for RNN-RBM-DBN network was proposed to predict the stock prices. Buczkowski et al.
[180] proposed a novel method that used expert recommendations, ensemble of GRU and
LSTM for prediction of the prices.
In [181] a novel method that used character-based neural language model using financial
news and LSTM was proposed. Liu et al. [182] proposed a method that used word embeddings with word2Vec, technical analysis features and stock prices for price prediction.
In [183], Deep Neural Generative Model (DGM) with news articles using Paragraph Vector
algorithm was used for creation of the input vector to predict the stock prices. In [184],
the stock price data and word embeddings were used for stock price prediction. The results
showed that the extracted information from embedding news improves the performance.
Table 12: Financial Sentiment Studies coupled with Text Mining without Forecasting
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[95]

883 BHC from EDGAR

2006-2017

CNN, LSTM,
SVM, Random Forest

[185]

SemEval-2017 dataset, financial text, news, stock
market data
Financial
news
from
Reuters

2017

Stock sentiment analysis
from StockTwits

2015

Tokens, weighted
sentiment polarity, leverage and
ROA
Sentiments
in
Tweets,
News
headlines
Word
vector,
Lexical
and
Contextual input
StockTwits messages

[186]

[187]

2006-2015

27

Ensemble
SVR, CNN,
LSTM, GRU
Targeted
dependency
tree LSTM
LSTM,
Doc2Vec,
CNN

Performance
Criteria
Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1score

Env.

Cosine similarity
score, agreement
score, class score
Cumulative
abnormal return

Python,
Keras, Scikit
Learn
-

Accuracy, precision, recall, fmeasure, AUC

-

Keras,
Python,
Scikit-learn

Table 12: Financial Sentiment Studies coupled with Text Mining without Forecasting
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[188]

Sina Weibo, Stock market
records

2012-2015

Technical indicators, sentences

DRSE

[189]

News from NowNews, AppleDaily, LTN, MoneyDJ
for 18 stocks
StockTwits

2013-2014

Text, Sentiment

2008-2016
-

Sentences, StockTwits messages
Sentences, text

CNN, LSTM,
GRU
DNN

-

Sentences, text

Deep-FASP

2004-2013

Sentences
keywords

-

Sentiment
of
news headlines

Recursive
neural tensor
networks
SVR,
Bidirectional
LSTM

[190]
[191]
[192]
[193]

[194]

Financial statements of
Japan companies
Twitter posts, news headlines
Forums data

News from Financial Times
related US stocks

and

Performance
Criteria
F1-score,
precision,
recall,
accuracy,
AUROC
Return

MCC, WSURT
Precision, recall,
f-score
Accuracy, MSE,
R2
Precision, recall,
f-measure
Cosine similarity

Env.
Python

Python, Tensorflow
Keras, Tensorflow
-

Python,
Scikit Learn,
Keras, Tensorflow

Akhtar et al. [185] compared CNN, LSTM and GRU based DL models against MLP for
financial sentiment analysis. Rawte et al. [95] tried to solve three separate problems using
CNN, LSTM, SVM, RF: Bank risk classification, sentiment analysis and Return on Assets
(ROA) regression.
Chang et al. [186] implemented the estimation of information content polarity (negative/positive effect) with text mining, word vector, lexical, contextual input and various
LSTM models. They used the financial news from Reuters.
Jangid et al. [187] proposed a novel method that is a combination of LSTM and CNN
for word embedding and sentiment analysis using Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) for aspect
extraction. The proposed method used multichannel CNN for financial sentiment analysis.
Shijia et al. [188] used an attention-based LSTM for the financial sentiment analysis using
news headlines and microblog messages. Sohangir et al. [189] used LSTM, doc2vec, CNN
and stock market opinions posted in StockTwits for sentiment analysis. Mahmoudi et al.
[190] extracted tweets from StockTwits to identify the user sentiment. In the evaluation
approach, they also used emojis for the sentiment analysis. Kitamori et al. [191] extracted
the sentiments from financial news and used DNN to classify positive and negative news.
In [192], the sentiment/aspect prediction was implemented using an ensemble of LSTM,
CNN and GRU networks. In a different study, Li et al. [193] proposed a DL based sentiment
analysis method using RNN to identify the top sellers in the underground economy. Moore
et al. [194] used text mining techniques for sentiment analysis from the financial news.
Table 13: Other Text Mining Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

[73]

News from NowNews, AppleDaily, LTN, MoneyDJ
for 18 stocks

2013-2014

Text, Sentiment

28

Method

Performance
Criteria
Return

Env.
Python, Tensorflow

Table 13: Other Text Mining Studies
Art.

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[96]

The event data set for large
European banks, news articles from Reuters
Event dataset on European
banks, news from Reuters
News from Reuters, fundamental data
Real-world data for automobile insurance company
labeled as fradulent
Financial transactions
Taiwan’s National Pension
Insurance

2007-2014

Word, sentence

DNN +NLP
preprocess

2007-2014

Text, sentence

2007-2014

StockTwits

2015-2016

Financial ratios
and news text
Car,
insurance
and
accident
related features
Transaction data
Insured’s
id,
area-code,
gender, etc.
Sentences, StockTwits messages

Sentence vector + DFFN
doc2vec
+
NN
DNN + LDA

[97]
[98]
[121]

[123]
[195]

[196]

-

2008-2014

LSTM
RNN

Doc2vec,
CNN

Performance
Criteria
Relative usefulness, F1-score

Env.

Usefulness,
F1score, AUROC
Relative usefulness
TP, FP, Accuracy, Precision,
F1-score
t-SNE
Accuracy,
total
error

-

Accuracy, precision, recall, fmeasure, AUC

-

Doc2vec
-

Python

Python, Tensorflow

In [195], individual social security payment types (paid, unpaid, repaid, transferred) were
classified and predicted using LSTM, HMM and SVM. Sohangir et al. [196] used two neural
network models (doc2Vec, CNN) to find the top authors in StockTwits messages and to
classify the authors as expert or non-expert for author classification purposes.
In [123], the character sequences in financial transactions and the responses from the
other side was used to detect if the transaction was fraud or not with LSTM. Wang et al.
[121] used text mining and DNN models to detect automobile insurance fraud.
In [96], the news semantics were extracted by the word sequence learning, bank stress
was determined and classified with the associated events. Day et al. [73] used financial
sentiment analysis using text mining and DNN for stock algorithmic trading.
Cerchiello et al. [98] used the fundamental data and text mining from the financial news
(Reuters) to classify the bank distress. In [97], the bank distress was identified by extracting
the data from the financial news through text mining. The proposed method used DFNN
on semantic sentence vectors to classify if there was an event or not.
4.9. Theoretical or Conceptual Studies
There were a number of research papers that were either focused on the theoretical
concepts of finance or the conceptual designs without model implementation phases; however
they still provided valuable information, so we decided to include them in our survey. In
Table 14, these studies were tabulated according to their topic of interest.
In [197], the connection between deep AEs and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
were discussed and compared using stocks from iShares Nasdaq Biotechnology ETF (IBB)
index and the stock of Amgen Inc. Bouchti et al. [198] explained the details of DRL and
mentioned that DRL could be used for fraud detection/risk management in banking.
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Table 14: Other - Theoretical or Conceptual Studies
Art.

SubTopic

IsTimeSeries? Data Set

Period

[197]

Analysis of AE, SVD

Yes

[198]

Fraud
Detection
Banking

in

Selected stocks from the
IBB index and stock of
Amgen Inc.
Risk Management /
Fraud Detection

No

Method

20122014

Feature
Set
Price
data

-

-

DRL

AE, SVD

4.10. Other Financial Applications
Finally, there were some research papers which did not fit into any of the previously
covered topics. Their data set and intended output were different than most of the other
studies focused in this survey. These studies include social security payment classification,
bank telemarketing success prediction, hardware solutions for faster financial transaction
processing, etc. There were some anomaly detection implementations like tax evasion, money
laundering that could have been included in this group; however we decided to cover them
in a different subsection, fraud detection. Table 15 shows all these aforementioned studies
with their differences.
Dixon et al. [199] used Intel Xeon Phi to speedup the price movement direction prediction
problem using DFFN. The main contribution of the study was the increase in the speed of
processing. Alberg et al. [200] used several company financials data (fundamental data)
and price together to predict the next period’s company financials data. Kim et al. [201]
used CNN for predicting the success of bank telemarketing. In their study, they used the
phone calls of the bank marketing data and 16 finance-related attributes. Lee et al. [202]
used technical indicators and patent information to estimate the revenue and profit for the
corporates using RBM based DBN, FFNN and Support Vector Regressor (SVR).
Ying et al.[195] classified and predicted individual social security payment types (paid,
unpaid, repaid, transferred) using LSTM, HMM and SVM. Li et al. [193] proposed a deep
learning-based sentiment analysis method to identify the top sellers in the underground
economy. Jeong et al. [49] combined deep Q-learning and deep NN to implement a model
to solve three separate problems: Increasing profit in a market, prediction of the number of
shares to trade, and preventing overfitting with insufficient financial data.
Table 15: Other Financial Applications
Art.

Subtopic

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[49]

Improving trading decisions

S&P500, KOSPI, HSI,
and EuroStoxx50

1987-2017

200-days stock price

[193]

Identifying
Top Sellers In
Underground
Economy
Predicting
Social Ins. Payment Behavior
Speedup

Forums data

2004-2013

Sentences and keywords

Deep
QLearning and
DNN
Recursive
neural tensor
networks

[195]

[199]

Performance
Criteria
Total profit,
Correlation
Precision,
recall,
measure

Env.
-

f-

Taiwan’s National Pension Insurance

2008-2014

Insured’s id, areacode, gender, etc.

RNN

Accuracy, total error

Python

45 CME listed commodity and FX futures

1991-2014

Price data

DNN

-

-
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Table 15: Other Financial Applications
Art.

Subtopic

Data Set

Period

Feature Set

Method

[200]

Forecasting
Fundamentals

1970-2017

Predicting Bank
Telemarketing
Corporate
Performance
Prediction

16 fundamental features from balance
sheet
16
finance-related
attributes
11 financial and 4
patent indicator

MLP, LFM

[201]

Stocks in NYSE, NASDAQ or AMEX exchanges
Phone calls of bank marketing data
22 pharmaceutical companies data in US stock
market

[202]

2008-2010
2000-2015

CNN

Performance
Criteria
MSE, Compount annual
return, SR
Accuracy

Env.

-

RBM, DBN

RMSE, profit

-

-

5. Current Snaphot of DL research for Financial Applications
For the survey, we reviewed 144 papers from various financial application areas. Each
paper is analyzed according to its topic, publication type, problem type, method, dataset,
feature set and performance criteria. Due to space limitations, we will only provide the
general summary statistics indicating the current state of the DL for finance research.
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Figure 8: The histogram of Publication Count in Topics

First and foremost, we clustered the various topics within the financial applications
research and presented them in Figure 8. A quick glance at the figure shows us financial text
mining and algorithmic trading are the top two fields that the researchers most worked on
followed by risk assessment, sentiment analysis, portfolio management and fraud detection,
respectively. The results indicate most of the papers were published within the last 3 years
implying the domain is very hot and actively studied. We can also observe these phenomena
by analyzing Figure 9. Also, it is worth to mention that the few papers that were published
before 2013 all used RNN based models.
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Figure 10: The histogram of Publication Count in Model Types

When the papers were clustered by the DL model type as presented in Figure 10, we
observe the dominance of RNN, DMLP and CNN over the remaining models, which might
be expected, since these models are the most commonly preferred ones in general DL implementations. Meanwhile, RNN is a general umbrella model which has several versions
including LSTM, GRU, etc. Within the RNN choice, most of the models actually belonged
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to LSTM, which is very popular in time series forecasting or regression problems. It is also
used quite often in algorithmic trading. More than 70% of the RNN papers consisted of
LSTM models.

Figure 11: Wordcloud of most-used Software, Frameworks, Environments

Figure 11 presents the commonly used software and frameworks for DL model implementations through Wordcloud whereas Figure 12 provides the details about the development
environments. The left chart (Figure 12a) presents the high level view where Python had
the lion’s share with 80% over R (with 10%) and the other languages. The chart on the
right (Figure 12b) provides the details about how the developers are using Python through
different libraries and frameworks.
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Meanwhile, DMLP generally fits well for classification problems; hence it is a common
choice for most of the financial application areas. However, since it is a natural extension of
its shallow counterpart MLP, it has a longer history than the other DL models.
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CNN started getting more attention lately since most of the implementations appeared
within the last 3 years. Careful analysis of CNN papers indicates that a recent trend of
representing financial data with a 2-D image view in order to utilize CNN is growing. Hence
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CNN based models might overpass the other models in the future. It actually passed DMLP
for the last 3 years.
The top journals are tabulated in Fig 13. The journals with the most published papers in
the last 3 years include Expert Systems with Applications, Decision Support Systems, Applied Soft Computing, Neurocomputing, Knowledge-based Systems and European Journal
of Operational Research.
6. Discussion and Open Issues
After reviewing all the publications based on the selected criteria explained in the previous section, we wanted to provide our findings of the current state-of-the-art situation. Our
discussions are categorized by the DL models and implementation topics.
6.1. Discussions on DL Models
It is possible to claim that LSTM is the dominant DL model that is preferred by most researchers, due to its well-established structure for financial time series data forecasting. Most
of the financial implementations have time-varying data representations requiring regressiontype approaches which fits very well for LSTM and its derivatives due to their easy adaptations to the problems. As long as the temporal nature of the financial data remains, LSTM
and its related family models will maintain their popularities.
Meanwhile, CNN based models started getting more traction among researchers in the
last two years. Unlike LSTM, CNN works better for classification problems and is more
suitable for either non-time varying or static data representations. However, since most
financial data is time-varying, under normal circumstances, CNN is not the natural choice
for financial applications. However, in some independent studies, the researchers performed
an innovative transformation of 1-D time-varying financial data into 2-D mostly stationary
image-like data to be able to utilize the power of CNN through adaptive filtering and implicit
dimensionality reduction. This novel approach seems working remarkably well in complex
financial patterns regardless of the application area. In the future, more examples of such
implementations might be more common; only time will tell.
Another model that has a rising interest is DRL based implementations; in particular, the ones coupled with agent-based modelling. Even though algorithmic trading is the
most preferred implementation area for such models, it is possible to develop the working
structures for any problem type.
Careful analyses of the reviews indicate in most of the papers hybrid models are preferred
over native models for better accomplishments. A lot of researchers configure the topologies
and network parameters for achieving higher performance. However, there is also the danger
of creating more complex hybrid models that are not easy to build, and their interpretation
also might be difficult.
Through the performance evaluation results, it is possible to claim that in general terms,
DL models outperform ML counterparts when working on the same problems. DL problems
also have the advantage of being able to work on larger amount of data. With the growing
expansion of open-source DL libraries and frameworks (Figure 11), DL model building and
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development process is easier than ever. And this phenomena is also supported by the
increasing interest in adapting DL models into all areas of finance which can be observed
from Figure 9.
Also it is worth to mention that, besides the outperformance of DL models over ML, the
performance evaluation results are improving every year relatively, even though it is very
difficult to explicitly quantifty the amount of improvement. The improvements are most
notable in trend prediction based algo-trading implementations and text-mining studies due
to deeper and/or more versatile networks and new innovative model developments. This is
also reflected through the increasing number of published papers year over year.
6.2. Discussions on Implementation Areas
Price/trend prediction and Algo-trading models have the most interest among all financial applications that use DL models in their implementations. Risk assessment and portfolio
management have always been popular within the ML community, and it looks like this is
also valid for DL researchers.
Even though broad interest in DL models is on the rise, financial text mining is particularly getting more attention than most of the other financial applications. The streaming
flow of financial news, tweets, statements, blogs opened up a whole new world for the financial community allowing them to build better and more versatile prediction and evaluation
models integrating numerical and textual data. Meanwhile, the general approach nowadays
is to combine text mining with financial sentiment analysis. With that, it is reasonable to
assume higher performance will be achieved. A lot of researchers started working on that
particular application area. It is quite probable that the next generation of outperforming
implementations will be based on models that can successfully integrate text mining with
quantified numerical data.
These days, one other hot area within the DL research is the cryptocurrencies. We can
also include blockchain research to that, even though it is not necessarily directly related
to cryptocurrencies, but generally used together in most implementations. Cryptocurrency
price prediction has the most attraction within the field, but since the topic is fairly new,
more studies and implementations will probably keep pouring in due to the high expectations
and promising rewards.
6.3. Open Issues and Future Work
When we try to extrapolate the current state of research and the achieved accomplishments into the future, a few areas of interests stand out. We will try to elaborate on them and
provide a pathway for what can be done or needs to be done within the following few years.
We will try to sort out our opinions by analyzing them through the model development and
research topic point of view.
6.3.1. Model Development Perspective
We have already mentioned the growing attention on the adaptation of 2-D CNN implementations for various financial application areas. This particular technique looks promising
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and provides opportunities. It would be beneficial to further explore the possibilities using
that approach in different problems. The playfield is still wide open.
Graph CNN is another model that is closely related but still showing some discrepancies. It has not been used much, only one study was published that relates graph-CNN with
financial applications. However, versatile transformations of financial data into graphs, integrating sentiment analysis through graph representations and constructing different models
can create opportunities for researchers to build better performing financial applications.
There are also recently developed DL models, like GAN, Capsule networks, etc. that
can also provide viable alternatives to existing implementations. They have started showing
up in various non-financial studies, however to the best of our knowledge, no known implementation of such kind for financial applications exists. It might open up a new window
of opportunities for financial researchers and practitioners. In addition to such new models, innovative paradigms like transfer learning, one-shot learning can be tested within the
environment.
Since financial text mining is overtaking the other topics in an accelerated fashion, new
data models like Stock2Vec [168] can be enhanced for better and more representative models.
In addition, Natural Language Processing (NLP) based ensemble models or more integration
of data semantics into the picture can increase the accuracy of the existing models.
Finally, according to our observations, hybrid models are preferred more over the native
or standalone models in most studies. This trend will likely continue, however, researchers
need to introduce more versatile, sometimes unconventional models for better results. Hybrid
models integrating various simple DL layers like cascaded CNN-LSTM blocks can have better
outcomes since ensembling spatial and temporal information together in a novel way might
be an important milestone for researchers seeking for "alpha" in their models.
6.3.2. Implementation Perspective
As far as the application areas are concerned, the usual suspects, algorithmic trading,
portfolio management and risk assessment will probably continue on their dominance within
the financial research arena in the foreseeable future. Meanwhile, some new shining stars
started getting more attention, not only because they represent fairly new research opportunities, but also their forecasted impact on the financial world is noteworthy.
Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology are among these new research areas. Hence,
it is worthwhile to explore the possibilities that these new fields will bring. It will be a while
before any of these technologies become widely accepted industry standard, however, that
is the sole reason why it provides a great opportunity for the researchers to shape the future
of the financial world with new innovative models and hoping that the rest of the world will
follow their footsteps.
Another area that can benefit from more innovative models is portfolio management.
Robo-advisory systems are on the rise throughout the world and these systems depend
on high performing automated decision support systems. Since DL models fit well to that
description, it would be logical to assume the utilization of DL implementations will increase
in the coming years. As such, the corresponding quant funds will be very interested in the
achievements that the DL researchers can offer for the financial community. This might
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require integrating learning and optimization models together for better-performing systems.
Hence, ensemble models that can successfully mix EC and DL components might be what
the industry is anticipating for the immediate future. This might also result in new research
opportunities.
Yet, one other research area that is generally avoided by soft computing and DL researchers is the financial derivatives market. Even though there are many different products
that exist on the market, the corresponding DL research is very scarce. However, for professionals working in the finance industry, these products actually provide incredible flexibilities ranging from hedging their investments to implementing leveraged transactions with
minimized risk. Even though, opportunities exist for DL researchers, there was not a broad
interest in the topic, since there are only a handful of studies for the derivatives market. Option strategy optimization, futures trading, option pricing, arbitrage trading can be among
the areas that might benefit from DL research.
Sentiment analysis, text mining, risk adjusted asset pricing are some of the other implementation areas that attract researchers but not yet fully utilized. It is quite probable we
will see more papers in these fields in the near future.
Last, but not least, HFT is one area that has not benefitted from the advancements in ML
research to its full potential yet. Since HFT requires lightning-fast transaction processing,
the statistical learning model that is embedded into such trading systems must not introduce
any extra latency to the existing system. This necessitates careful planning and modelling
of such models. For that purpose, DL models embedded within the Graphic Processing
Unit (GPU) or Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based hardware solutions can be
studied. The hardware aspects of DL implementations are generally omitted in almost all
studies, but as stated above, there might be opportunities also in that field.
6.3.3. Suggestions for Future Research
Careful analyses of Figures 8 and 9 indicate the rising overall appetite for applied DL
research for finance. Even though the interest is broad, some areas like cryptocurrency and
block chain studies might get more attention compared to other areas.
With respect to the promising outlook in text mining and financial sentiment analysis,
we believe behavioral finance is also a fairly untouched research area that hides a lot of
opportunities within. There is a lack of research work published on behavioral finance using
DL models. This might be mainly due to the difficulties of quantifying the inputs and outputs
of behavioral finance research to be used with DL models. However, new advancements in
text mining, NLP, semantics combined with agent-based computational finance can open up
huge opportunities in that field. We would encourage researchers to look further into this
for a possible implementation area as it currently seems to be wide open for new studies.
6.4. Responses to our Initial Research Questions
At this point, since we gathered and processed all the information we need, we are
ready to provide answers to our initially stated research questions. The questions and our
corresponding answers according to our survey are as follows:
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• What financial application areas are of interest to DL community?
Response: Financial text mining, Algo-trading, risk assessments, sentiment analysis,
portfolio management and fraud detection are among the most studied areas of finance
research. (Please check Figure 8)
• How mature is the existing research in each of these application areas?
Response: Even though DL models already had better achievements compared to
traditional counterparts in almost all areas, the overall interest is still on the rise in
all research areas.
• What are the areas that have promising potentials from an academic/industrial research perspective?
Response: Cryptocurrencies, blockchain, behavioral finance, HFT and derivatives market have promising potentials for research.
• Which DL models are preferred (and more successful) in different applications?
Response: RNN based models (in particular LSTM), CNN and DMLP have been
used extensively in implementations. From what we have encountered, LSTM is more
successful and preferred in time-series forecasting, whereas DMLP and CNN are better
suited to applications requiring classification.
• How do DL models pare against traditional soft computing / ML techniques?
Response: In most of the studies, DL models performed better than their ML counterparts. There were a few occasions where ML had comparable or even better solutions,
however the general tendency is the outperformance of the DL methods.
• What is the future direction for DL research in Finance?
Response: Hybrid models based on Spatio-temporal data representations, NLP, semantics and text mining-based models might become more important in the near
future.
7. Conclusions
The financial industry and academia have started realizing the potentials of DL in various
application areas. The number of research work keeps on increasing every year with an
accelerated fashion. However, we are just in the early years of this new era, more studies will
be implemented and new models will keep pouring in. In this survey, we wanted to highlight
the state-of-the-art DL research for the financial applications. We not only provided a
snapshot of the existing research status but also tried to identify the future roadway for
intended researchers. Our findings indicate there are incredible opportunities within the
field and it looks like they will not disappear anytime soon. So, we encourage the researchers
that are interested in the area to start exploring.
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